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“[Little Silver] prove themselves on The Stolen Souvenir… 
haunting songs [that] touch on experimental and rock and 

roll sounds” - Paste Magazine, premiere of “Sleep til Morning” 

“A perfect example of the new generation of folk, featuring twanging acoustic guitar punctuated 
by carefully conducted vocal harmonies, all dripping in … tranquility and longing. Indeed, Little 

Silver is quite reminiscent of Fleet Foxes or The Head And The Heart” – Magnet 

Little Silver’s Steve Curtis (Hem) and Erika Simonian have released their second 
recording, Dress Up, a striking collection of covers from varied reaches of the 
pop and songwriter catalog. Featuring tracks by The Cure (their “Pictures of You” 
was premiered by American Songwriter), Sun Kil Moon, Chris Whitley, The 
Speedies, and even Steve’s home court Hem, the collection reverberates with 
stirring new interpretations of songs that the band has long loved.  

The album was recorded and produced by Gary Maurer (Hem), and the songs 
were recorded live, in one take, with Erika and Steve both playing guitar and 
singing. The result is bare and intimate, an arresting treatment of their subject 
material.  

Dress Up also includes one song tracked with Little Silver’s full band (Ray Rizzo, 
drums, and David Tarica, bass): The Speedies “Let Me Take Your Photo”, which 
was featured during the closing credits of the new documentary Gregory 
Crewdson: Brief Encounters, a feature premiere at this year’s SXSW Festival.  

The full band will be in the studio this summer, and the duo are currently 
scheduling shows throughout the US in 2013.   

Visit www.littlesilvermusic.com for the full tour itinerary and to view a feature 
videos from Nina Frenkel, Peter Hamlin, and Jim Collier of tracks from Little 
Silver’s debut The Stolen Souvenir.  
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Download high-resolution photos at www.littlesilvermusic.com/about 
 
For more information, additional copies of the recording, or requests for 
interviews, please contact: 
 Zach Hinkle 
 Sneak Attack Media, NYC 
 zach@sneakattackmedia.com 
 212-481-3400 
 www.littlesilvermusic.com 
 


